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ABSTRACT
Researchers and practitioners have demonstrated various benefits
of introducing computational thinking (CT) through music com-
position coding. While researchers have studied the impacts on
participant attitudes towards CT and their learning of CT concepts,
more case studies are needed on both learning CT concepts as well
as CT practices, i.e., the processes of constructing music coding
projects. This paper presents a case study of middle schoolers in
an informal learning environment focused on integrating music
composition with coding in TunePad. Specifically, we collected and
analyzed logs of coding events, final code products, and surveys to
explore both CT concept use and CT practices exhibited by the par-
ticipants as they completed open-ended music coding activities to
create their own melodies with specific music and CT requirements
and recommendations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → K-12 education; Computa-
tional thinking; Informal education; • Applied computing→
Sound and music computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since Wing’s [28] seminal paper, Computational Thinking (CT)
has been increasingly studied, especially in K-12 education [16].
Barr and Stephenson defined CT as a problem-solving methodology
that can be automated, transferred, and applied across disciplines
[4]. With the challenges of fitting CT into already full curricula,
teachers are interested in ways of integrating CT into the learning
of other subjects. By integrating CT with content, students avoid
seeing CT in isolation, class time is used efficiently, and students
who might not see themselves attracted to CT may find it more
naturally applicable to them [5, 20].

While CT is often viewed as machine-centric in the context of
computer science, the integration of music and CT is particularly
promising as music is an art encouraging creativity, communica-
tion and teamwork. At the same time, music and CT share several
commonalities in the use of notation, sequence, repetition, and
creativity [5]. Several researchers including Bell and Bell [5], Baratè
et al. [3], and Petrie [24] examined meaningful ways of integrating
CT with music learning and studied students’ learning outcomes in
relation to CT concepts such as decomposition, pattern recognition,
abstraction, and algorithmic thinking. Their results demonstrate
multiple benefits as a result of integrating music learning and CT.

The above studies, however, mostly focused on the learning of
CT concepts alone. Yet Brennan and Resnick [6], as well as other
researchers such as Horst et al. [15], Zhang and Nouri [29], and All-
sop [2], strongly recommend that in addition to examining learning
of CT concepts, research in this area should also examine learning
of CT practices. CT practices are the processes students follow to
construct their projects, that is, the design practices that students
are using as they think and learn. Examples of such practices, in-
clude: (a) being incremental and iterative, (b) testing and debugging,
(c) reusing and remixing, and (d) abstracting and modularizing [6].
To our knowledge, research focusing on how students develop CT
practices in addition to CT concepts during integrated CT andmusic
learning is lacking from the literature.

In this paper, we describe a case study focusing on assessing
students’ CT concepts and practices in the context of CT-integrated
music. The work was conducted in the context of an informal
learning environment where participants composed music through
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coding in TunePad, a free, online platform for creating music using
the Python programming language [14]. Specifically, we examine
middle schoolers (grades 5-8) CT concepts and practices through
their participation in a two-week online summer camp.We analyzed
the participants’ coding process logs to explore their CT practices
along with the participants’ coding products to identify the CT
concepts used to meet the requirements and recommendations of
daily camp activities.

To explore CT practices, we logged participants’ events during
their coding and used a framework by Brennan and Resnick to
analyze the process logs. The example CT practices proposed by
Brennan and Resnick are similar to tinkering behaviors in coding.
Specifically, in the context of block-based coding environments,
Dong et al. [8] defined tinkering as the process by which students
engage with testing, debugging, and struggling with code in or-
der to achieve a goal particularly in an open-ended programming
assignment. Unlike most introductions to programming where stu-
dents are coding to create a well-specified outcome, activities in
our summer camp were all open-ended with specific requirements
and recommendations, but no correct melody that all students were
aiming to create. Given the freedom to code creatively through
music composition, we sought to use process logs to identify tin-
kering. We also developed an assessment metric for CT concepts
that captures completion of requirements and recommendations in
the context of the camp activities.

Specifically, we designed our study to answer the following
research questions:
RQ1: What CT concepts are evident in participants’ coding products?
What percentage of participants met the requirements and recom-
mendations of daily activities?

RQ2: What CT practices, in the form of tinkering behaviors, were
exhibited in participants’ process logs during music coding in daily
activities?

RQ3: How did participants’ tinkering behaviors during daily tasks
compare with their tinkering behaviors during the final competition
capstone task?

2 RELATEDWORK
Related research can be categorized in three strands: coding envi-
ronments for music composition, approaches to integrating music
and CT learning, and research focusing on student learning when
integrating CT and music.

The major music coding environments currently used include
EarSketch [22], TunePad [14], Sonic Pi [1], and general block-based
programming environments such as Scratch that also support mu-
sic coding [26]. EarSketch, developed by Magerko et al. primarily
for introductory computer science, allows users to remix music
by manipulating audio samples using the Python programming
language, which is commonly used to teach computer science at
the introductory level [22]. More recently, Horn et al. developed an
interactive web-based environment called TunePad, which is built
on EarSketch and utilize the Python programming language [14].
Sonic Pi, developed by Aaron et al., enables music coding through
a language based on the Ruby programming language. Sonic Pi’s
unique feature is its ability to support live coding where the user

can modify the code while it is being played, continuing to generate
music [1]. Unlike these environments that are designed specifically
for music coding, some block-based languages can be used to create
music. Greher and Heines are particularly credited with showing
how Scratch can be used for music coding [12].

To date, there has been work on developing music and CT inte-
grated curricula in various contexts. An early, notable integration
of music and CT was the media computation course developed by
Guzdial for introducing computation to university non-majors [13].
Focusing on K-12 students, Bell and Bell explored and tested creative
ways to connect CT and music, including parallel sorting through
comparing musical elements such as note pitches, exploring binary
representations using music, and coding music in Scratch [5]. Sim-
ilarly, Baratè et al. developed coding exercises for middle school
students by customizing the Blockly block-based environment to
enable creation of melodies [3]. Recently, Krug et al. presented Code
Beats, an approach that teaches middle school students to program
using hip hop beats, intentionally leveraging a genre of music that
appeals to a wide array of urban youth of color using Sonic Pi [21].

To examine the impacts of CT-integrated music approaches
on participants, researchers have used surveys, interviews, focus
groups, and final coding products. For instance, several studies
have shown that EarSketch coding can promote student engage-
ment [9, 11, 17], creativity [9, 11], and other affective outcomes
[23] in high school classrooms. Similarly, Koppe reported that a
diverse group of participants coding with Sonic Pi in a workshop
developed medium to highly complex programs and demonstrated
positive attitude towards their experience [18]. In a team-based
learning context using Sonic Pi, Traversaro et al.’s results showed
better student performance and reduced course dropout compared
to individual learning and positive student attitudes [27]. Further,
Burnard et al.’s work demonstrated that music and CT integration
contributed to increases in confidence in both subjects [7]. Finally,
through a case study using pre and post semi-structured interviews,
class quizzes, and student reflections, Petrie found that middle
schoolers participating in integrated music coding with Sonic Pi
demonstrated learning of CT concepts, practices, and perspectives
[24].

While these studies are useful, they all focus on students’ learn-
ing as evident in final products. To our knowledge, no studies exist
that analyze process logs to gain a better understanding of CT
practices.

3 CONTEXT OF OUR CASE STUDY
This section describes the informal learning structure, participants,
music coding environment (i.e., TunePad), and open-ended music
coding activities.
Informal Learning Structure. The context of our study is a 2-
week (10 days) summer camp where each day consisted of a 1-hour
online streamed learning session followed by an after-class pro-
gramming assignment to reinforce the music and coding concepts
taught that day. The learning session included introduction of com-
puting concepts by computer scientists, music theory by a music
expert, a workedmusic coding example in TunePadwith live coding,
highly scaffolded in-class coding activities, and a quiz competition.
We held a 1-hour office hour immediately after the live streaming



for participants who wanted individual help. The participants were
strongly encouraged to upload their music coding products each
day for review.

For each daily after-class coding activity, participants were pro-
vided initial code sequences and instructions, which included both
requirements to complete the activity and recommended commands
to try in their coding. In this paper, we refer to these as the activity
requirements and recommendations. In all cases, the activities were
open-ended, leaving room for creativity and multiple potential so-
lutions to complete the requirements. The last camp activity was
a capstone project competition, where participants chose among
three different initial music codes and added at least one original
track through coding to create their own melody.
Participants.We held two instantiations of the 2-week summer
camp to accommodate student interest. In total, 195 middle school-
ers participated in at least one of the camps. Of those, 132 students
agreed to participate in this research through parent signed con-
sent and student assent. In the rest of this paper, we refer to the
132 who signed the consent form as the participants. However, it
is important to note that not all 132 students completed all camp
activities.
Music Coding Environment.With easy accessibility through a
web browser from any platform, TunePad was used as our music
coding environment [14]. The interface consists of a set of playable
musical instruments at the top, a music timeline that shows the
timing of different tracks with respect to each other, and an editing
panel where Python code is written to create coded music.
Open-ended Music Composition Coding Tasks. In this paper,
we focus on analyzing the data from the daily after-class activities
and the capstone project, which were more open-ended than the
short in-class coding activities. Due to the volume of data and space
constraints, we selected two representative daily assignment tasks
for this case study. Day 5, which covered the use of lists in music
coding, was the last day of the first week of camp, midway through
the camp. Day 8, which covered repetition (iteration) in music
coding, was the last day of after-class activities before participants
worked on their individual capstone projects. Lists and repetition
as well as sequences, which are included in both of these days, are
important overlapping concepts in both CT and music.

Table 1 presents the coding, music, and CT concepts covered
during the instructional sessions followed by the after-class activity
instructions in terms of task requirements and recommendations.
On day 5, the music expert described chords while the computer
scientist demonstrated lists in music coding, building on concepts
students had already seen, including sequence, parallelism, and data.
In the after-class activity, participants were given a song with 8
background instruments and asked to create 2 instruments (Chords
- Intro and Chords - Verse) using commands playNote with available
chords. In both instruments, we predefined 7 notes (i.e., C = 60, D =
50, etc) and 1 chords (i.e., F_major = [F, A, C]). We also predefined
4 empty chords and asked participants to fill in proper notes in
each chords (i.e., E_min = [], D_min = [], etc). We provided several
measures with code comments and three functions with different
beat lengths as the basic structure of the instruments. Each measure
was required to contain 4 beats, and recommended chords were
listed as code comments (see Figure 1).

Table 1: Music coding tasks: concepts, requirements, and
recommendations

Category Items Day 5 Day 8

Coding Concepts Lists
√

Repetition with nested lists
√

Music Concepts Chords
√

Chord progression
√

CT Concepts

Sequence
√ √

Parallelism
√ √

Data
√ √

Loop
√

Task
Requirements

Define 4 new chords
√

Use given chords
√

Each measure has 4 beats
√ √

Task
Recommendations

Play recommended chords
for each measure

√

Use for with lists to create
a melody

√

On day 8, the instructional session focused on musical chord
progression and coding repetition with nested lists. Similar to day
5, participants were given 6 background instruments and asked
to create music for 2 instruments. We asked participants to use
the initial chords to compose their melody and include 4 beats
with each measure. We also recommended that they use the for
command with lists to create their melody.

1 F_maj = [ F , A , C]
2 # Measure 1−2
3 # Try us ing chords F major , E minor and D minor
4 p layNote ( F_maj , 2 )

Figure 1: Example initial Python code

For the final capstone project competition, we offered 3 initial
codes for students to choose from as the basic structure of their
competition song. These 3 initial sketches were identical in the
types of instruments and number of tracks; the only difference was
the beats length.

4 STUDY METHODOLOGY
Table 2 presents our data collection and analysis methods for our
three research questions. We collected and analyzed three types of
data: coding process logs, coding products, and participant survey
data. Of the 31 and 22 middle schoolers who participated in the day
5 and day 8 instructional sessions respectively, 22 and 16 of them
actually engaged in editing code for the after-class activities for
those days, respectively. We believe the high attrition rate is due
to the online camp as well as the optional participation in after-
camp activities. We collected and analyzed data for the 22 and 16
participants from day 5 and day 8, respectively. While 51 middle
schoolers participated in the final capstone project competition, we



studied the subset who also edited code for the after-class activity
of either day 5 or day 8 activities, which was 14 participants.

Table 2: Questions, data sources, and methodology

Research
Questions

Data Source Analysis Method

RQ1 Coding product
Assessment metric measuring
task requirements and
recommendations completed

RQ2, RQ3 Process log data
Survey data

Measurement for tinkering
behavior and link to survey data

4.1 Data Collection
We collaborated with the TunePad developers to log user events as
each participant in our camp (who provided consent) coded within
the TunePad environment throughout the 2-week camp. To identify
potential events to log, we started with the log data structure of
the ProgSnap2 standard [25] and adapted it appropriately for music
coding. We logged both coding process and code editing events.
Coding process events include edit-instrument, error-instrument,
play-instrument, and play-project. Play events in music coding are
analogous to run/execute code events in general programming.
Code editing event granularity is line-based and is logged when
users move their input cursor to a new line.

In total, we logged 138,735 events over all participants through-
out the two 2-week camps from the first day to the end of capstone
project. For our case study days 5, 8, and capstone project, we
logged 2,260, 1,459, and 21,110 events respectively.

As we collected event data, we also collected associated code
snapshots (i.e., code at the time of that event). This enabled us to
examine the state of the code at the time different events were
taking place. We designate the final code product for each activity
to be the final code snapshot for that activity’s event log.

The pre-camp survey provided participant demographics and
their prior music/coding knowledge/interests. This enabled us to
situate our data. For day 5 (n=22), 11 identified as boys, 8 as girls, and
3 preferred not to identify; 12 indicated that they were interested
in computing while 10 indicated they were interested in music. For
day 8 (n=16), 6 identified as boys, 7 as girls, and 3 preferred not
to identify; 8 were interested in computing and 6 were interested
in music. For capstone (n=14), 9 identified as boys, 4 as girls, 1
preferred not to identify; 10 were interested in computing and 9
were interested in music.

4.2 Data Analysis
All data analysis was conducted by researchers not involved in
camp instructions. For RQ1, which examines how participants met
the requirements and followed recommendations, we organized
the requirements and recommendations for each day’s after-class
activity by music and coding concepts, as presented in Table 3. We
manually examined each participant’s final code product to deter-
mine whether they met each requirement in the chart and followed
each recommendation. We maintained a count of the number of
participants who edited their code and met each requirement and
recommendation, and computed percentages based on the students

who edited code (n=22 on day 5 and n=16 on day 8). In Table 3, R
represents requirement and C represents recommendation. Unla-
beled descriptions were features that appeared in some codes as
indicated by the counts but were not requirements or recommen-
dations. For example, On day 5, 16 of 22 participants defined the
required chords, and 6 of 22 participants played the recommended
chords.

For RQ2, which attempts to analyze tinkering behavior during
music coding, we focused on the coding process log data. Krieger
et al. [19] conceptualized tinkering behaviors into four categories,
which include exploratory behavior, deviation from instructions,
lack of reliance on formal instruction, and use of trial and error. In
this study, we focused on studying potential exploratory behavior
and use of trial and error. For exploratory behavior, we adapted
Dong et al.’s construction-based tinkering [8], which they define
as "a behavior where students make major changes in the code, like
adding, deleting, or rearranging blocks... Construction-based tinker-
ing behavior indicates that a student is likely pursuing an idea on
how to solve the exercise, but still demonstrates some hesitation or
uncertainty. We differentiate construction-based tinkering from non-
tinkering construction behavior based on the amount of hesitation or
uncertainty exhibited."

Specifically, we analyzed two kinds of code changes: program-
ming language token changes and added or deleted lines of code in
TunePad. Similar to Dong et al. [8], we related more changes with
more tinkering. We developed a parser to separate participants’
coded music into several tokens, such as list, function, parameter,
and loop tokens. We then compared code snapshots associated with
consecutive log events to measure token changes and augmented
each edit-instrument event with tokens (i.e., edit-list, edit-function).
Sometimes, participants added or deleted whole lines of code. We
separated these kinds of changes from token changes, and com-
pared consecutive code snapshots to determine these line change
counts.

For trial and error, we counted the number of edits between plays
(i.e., code executions) based on Dong et al.’s definition of test-based
tinkering - "Test-based tinkering is a type of behavior that involves
executing the part of the code the student is editing. Students who
exhibit test-based tinkering tend to test their scripts frequently within
a few edits... students generally start with a script not working as
intended, usually for an unknown reason. The student would make
minor changes in the script followed by immediate testing in an
attempt to fix the anomaly." Thus, participants with lower number
of edits between plays were viewed as exhibiting more test-based
tinkering.

For RQ3, which compares tinkering behavior during daily tasks
with behavior during the final competition capstone project, we
compared the measures from RQ2 for the day 5 and day 8 activi-
ties against the same measures for the final competition capstone
project. We performed the comparison only for participants who
edited code in the daily activities.

5 FINDINGS
We present our findings for n=22 and n=16 middle schoolers in
after-class music coding activities of day 5 and 8 of the online
summer music coding camp, towards better understanding how we



can assess the development of CT concepts and practices during
coding with music.

RQ1:What CT concepts are evident in participants’ coding
products? What percentage of participants met the require-
ments and recommendations of daily activities?

Table 3 presents our results for CT concepts embedded in final
code products. The last two columns indicate the number (and per-
centage) of participants who met each requirement and followed
each recommendation for each day’s music coding activity. Require-
ments are labeled R, while recommendations are labeled C. A note
in music is analogous to a variable in programming (e.g., C = 60),
while a chord is implemented in TunePad as a list (e.g., F_maj = [F,
A, C]). To illustrate, Figure 2 shows an example music code with
chords and looping. Not in shown in the table is the fact that only
one participant’s code had a remaining syntax error.
1 D_maj7 = [ D , fSharp , A , cSharp ]
2 B_min9 = [ B , D , fSharp2 , A ]
3 chords = [ B_min9 , B_min9 , D_maj7 ]
4 for chord in chords :
5 p layNote ( chord , b e a t s =4 )

Figure 2: Example music code with chords and loop

Overall, in addition to what is shown on Table 3, 9 of 38 partici-
pants (23.7%) met all requirements and followed all recommenda-
tions on both days (2/22 on day 5 (9.1%) and 7/16 on day 8 (43.8%));
5 of 38 participants (13.2%) followed all recommendations but did
not meet all requirements.

Across the two days’ activities, the majority of the participants
showed success in defining (even nested) chords and using given
chords. Approximately half of the participants used loops when
they were recommended on day 8 and a few of them played func-
tions with recommended chords. Only 10-50% ensured there were
the required 4 beats in each measure. It is not surprising that partic-
ipants did not define new notes or change notes as the initial code
had predefined notes, and adding or changing notes was not part
of the requirements or recommendations for these two days.

RQ2: What CT practices, in the form of tinkering behav-
iors, were exhibited in participants’ process logs during mu-
sic coding in daily activities?

Figure 3 shows the number of code changes (both token-based
and added/deleted lines of code) per participant for day 5, day 8,
and the final capstone project. We show the results separately for
the token-based changes, which are related to the CT concepts
that were covered by each day’s after-class activity. Since tasks are
different for each day, we are illustrating the results, but we are not
comparing across days.

Overall, on average participants made between 2 and 20 code
changes across both after-class activities. We believe this indicates
a fairly broad range of construction-based tinkering among partici-
pants given the nature of the after-class activities, which required
limited code. Participants exhibited more exploratory tinkering
with functions and parameter tokens than lists and loops. We be-
lieve this is related to the requirements and recommendationswhich
required and recommended fewer lists and loops than functions and
parameters. Specifically for parameters, which are used in music
coding primarily for beat length, we observed that less than 50%
of the participants met the required 4 beats per measure, but they

Table 3: Participants following requirements (R) and recom-
mendations (C) in final music code product

Concept Require/Recommend
Num of Participants
Day 5
(n = 22)

Day 8
(n = 16)

Note
(Variable)

Define new notes 0 1 (6.3%)
Change notes 1 (4.5%) 0

Chord
(List)

Define required chords R 15 (68.2%)
Define nested chords 10 (62.5%)
Use given chords R 15 (93.8%)
Play recommend chords C 7 (31.8%)

Function

4 beats in each measure R 2 (9.1%) R 8 (50%)
1-5 functions called 7 (31.8%)
6-10 functions called 4 (18.2%)
11-15 functions called 4 (18.2%)
15+ functions called 7 (31.8%)
0 function changed 14 (63.6%)
1-2 functions changed 7 (31.8%)
3+ functions changed 1 (4.5%)

Loop Use loop C 9 (56.3%)

exhibited higher levels of exploratory behavior than other concepts.
This may be due to creatively exploring different music flavors.

Figure 4 presents our test-based tinkering behavior findings for
day 5 and 8 and the final capstone project in terms of number of
edits between two melody plays. There was a fairly small spread
between participants. The majority of participants made 3 to 5
edit events between two plays across both days. The low number
of edits between plays suggests that participants were following
test-based tinkering behavior during their music coding.

When we split the data by gender, we saw little difference be-
tween boys and girls in their tinkering behaviors. In addition to
gender, our pre-camp survey also asked participants about their
prior music experience and interest in computing. For both rep-
resentative days, more than 60% of participants had prior music
experience and approximately half of the participants had a prior
interest in computing. We did not observe any significant differ-
ences in tinkering behaviors between different groups. The findings
suggest that in this context, gender, prior music experience, and
interest in computing have no correlation with tinkering behaviors.

RQ3: How did participants’ tinkering behaviors during
daily tasks compare with their tinkering behaviors during
the final competition capstone task?

Figures 3 and 4 include the findings on tinkering behaviors dur-
ing the final capstone project competition. Note that the x-axis in
Figure 3 is a considerably different scale than the daily after-class
activities, primarily due to the capstone project being larger in
scope engaging participants considerably longer in making code
changes and exploring music coding. However, the tinkering be-
haviors among the tokens and lines of code changes show similar
patterns. For example, similar to daily after-class activities, lists and



Figure 3: Construction-based, exploratory tinkering during
after-class activities and capstone project

Figure 4: Test-based tinkering during after-class activities
and capstone project

loops are the two less frequently tinkered tokens. For other mea-
surements, the range of the results (x-axis) is significantly larger
than daily tasks. Figure 4 shows that in terms of test-based tinker-
ing, the average number of edits between plays has a narrower
range of variability among participants, but still in the same range
of 2 to 6 edits between plays per participant in general.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we expected more participants to meet the require-
ments and recommendations during the after-class activities. The
overall lower than expected percentages may be due to the online
nature of the camp, optional participation in after-class activities,
or the creative nature of music. We observed a broad range of
construction-based tinkering among participants, which did not
appear to be related to gender, prior music experience or prior in-
terests in computing. Since a major goal of our work is to broaden
participation in computing, this finding is encouraging. Nonethe-
less, we plan to investigate potential reasons for this variation. In
contrast, overall, all participants demonstrated some test-based
tinkering with few edits between plays.

One threat to validity is the small number of participants who
actually edited code during the after-class activities. We plan to
increase that number in future in-person offerings of the summer
camp to gather more data. Moreover, we did not collect any quali-
tative data focusing on students’ thinking processes while coding,
which may be important for identifying CT practices. This limi-
tation could be mitigated using think-aloud methods, as students
frequently have difficulties recalling their thoughts after finishing
a task [6, 10].

To our knowledge, this case study is one of the first to use pro-
cess logs in music coding to explore CT practices in an integrated
approach to CT learning. Future work includes collecting a greater
volume of process log data that may help uncover additional pat-
terns in the development of CT practices while coding with music.
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